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11 Gagen-Torn, Nina I. The Leningrad Ethnographic School in the 1920s:  Origins
of Soviet Ethnography

In the 1920s, attendance at lectures at Leningrad University was open to all.  Lectures by

particularly popular professors, like Tarle and Karsavin, were also attended by students in other

faculties.  Sometimes historians would go to the Biological Faculty to hear Professor Ukhtomskii.

 One also found students from various faculties in the auditorium in which L. Ia. Schternberg spoke.

 I was a student i the Economics Division of the Social Science Faculty.  Having studied Engels'

Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State in a seminar and become familiar with the work

of [Lewis Henry] Morgan, I decided that it was necessary for me to attend an introductory course

in ethnography.  Schternberg delivered such a course in the Oriental Studies Faculty.  I found the

auditorium and entered.  It was full.  The students were seated and conversing noisily.  They quieted

down when the professor ascended the podium.

Thin, and as though charred by a fire within, the old man laid out his heaps of note cards and

raised his eyes to the audience.  His dark and burning eyes examined us closely for a minute through

his glasses.  Then he began to speak:  "Many have absolutely no notion of the fact that  without

ethnography, without its data, classifications, and conclusions, no science about mankind and its

culture in space and time exists or can exist.  More simply, it is impossible either to have the science

called history or such a discipline as sociology ...."  "The greatest service performed by ethnography

lies specifically in the fact that it was the first to establish a concrete notion about humanity as a

whole.  It was ethnography that, if one may so put it, first called the roll of all the peoples of the

planet...."  He bent over his card file to adduce quotations in support of his thought.  Coughing, he

selected the pieces of paper he desired, and then read them, holding the cards close to his glasses.
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 He was no orator.  He stuttered slightly.  He was not easy to listen to, and to record his remarks was

even more difficult.

I was amazed:  what was it that had brought all these students here?  Why did they listen so

attentively to Schternberg's tense and business-like speech?  And I understood:  it was no academic

lecture, but this man's entire life's calling that was swirling about in front of us.  He put all his will

and passion into ethnography.  This was felt by all and could not but inspire them.  He said:  "It is

my profound conviction that ethnography, as the most important discipline in the humanities, must

be disseminated as broadly as possible not only in the appropriate faculties of higher educational

institutions but, within certain limits, in schools for labour."  The firmness of his conviction

compelled one to listen.

As he understood it, ethnography is the study of what man creates.  The cultivation of man

as a creator must begin at the school bench, from the moment that social consciousness is born in

the adolescent.  He argued this in his lectures to secondary-school teachers, to university students,

to all who would listen.  At work in the museum, in assembling collections, in setting up

international contacts among scholars, and in reading lectures and papers he served science in the

name of truth and humanity.  He regarded science as the bearer of truth leading to human happiness.

"In studying the processes of creation at the very lowest stages of culture, ethnography has

come to the indubitable conclusion that the process and intensity of creation are identical in nature

at all stages.  Differences resolve solely to the amount of accumulated experience, in accordance

with conditions of geography and social history...."

"All peoples are equally capable of creating culture, and the time is not far off when

humanity will become one, not only as a single physical collective, but as a unified cultural
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collective", he wrote.

He felt the need to prove that study of primitive peoples would reveal the values they

contribute to human culture.  "Ethnography is performing the great task of restoring a unified

mankind, which, prior to the appearance of this science, when it was in the hands of history, was

limited only to a group of elect peoples, peoples who left written histories."  In order to build a new

world it was necessary to know the past, to dig up vast amounts of data demonstrating the unity of

human culture as it developed in a diversity of phenomena, depending on geographic and social

conditions, but moving forward to a united, just, and happy humanity.  He strove to persuade his

hearers of this, and it was impossible not to believe him, so deep was his conviction.

But faith as such was not enough for him.  He demanded that it lead to good for mankind as

rationally demonstrated by science.

The person before us was not a professor of a higher educational institution teaching a

subject to students, not an orator, but a preacher of truth explaining the laws of development of

culture.  "The principal lesson taught by ethnography is that no viewpoint in human society should

be regarded as permanent or unchanging.  Ethnography compels one to take a critical attitude toward

all the phenomena of the life of society, compels one to see the continuity of all phenomena and, by

virtue of this alone, the ethnographer is  the enemy of all conservatism."  The thought came in a

flood and entranced his hearers.

He had arrived independently at the conclusion that it was necessary to incorporate his

observation of local tribes into the system of the science of human history.

"By its very nature, the science of culture is unified.  It has to embrace the creativity of all

mankind, in its full scope both in time and space.  In other words, it has to embrace the culture of
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all the peoples of the earth from the very earliest periods until the present", he said many years later,

delivering his lecture course in the university.

But in the very earliest stage of study of the local tribes of Sakhalin, he thought of them as

part of mankind, saw in their lives the law-governed nature of the history traversed by all the peoples

of the earth.  Starting with verification of Engels' model, constructed to study humanity as a whole,

he proceeded from deduction to induction.

The effort to incorporate what he had seen into the unified culture of humanity as a whole,

and to find a place for every fact in mankind's path of development, became the cornerstone of his

entire scholarly conception.

After his term of exile ended, Schternberg was invited by V.V. Radlov to the Museum of

Ethnography of the Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg as senior ethnographer.  In connection

with the museum, Schternberg organized courses for secondary-school teachers (1904-1914),

seeking to demonstrate the need for a knowledge of ethnography in educating young people.

In his first lecture to teachers, Schternberg defined ethnography as follows:  "This is the

science of humanity as an entity, the science of the evolution of its intellectual creativity.  This

science has thus far been ignored."  He urged the teachers:  "Just think of what a criminal absurdity

it is, today, when the evolutionary approach is penetrating all sciences, to ignore it in but a single

sphere, that which deal with humanity, with the culture of humankind."

He understood the word"evolution" in the sense in which it was used in biology - as the law

of change in phenomena.  Evolution was contrasted to stasis, invariability, but did not exclude

revolutionary leaps in the process of change.  To Schternberg as to biologists, studying evolution

meant studying the regularities of the process of change.  History studies only "chosen historical
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peoples," and therefore cannot show us the general regularities of the development of humanity. 

Ethnography, however, studies humanity as a whole, without forgetting its unity.  In a note on the

teaching of ethnography, he says of its tasks:  "If we regard its function as that of describing groups

of peoples, this is not yet a science.  It is applied knowledge, a sum of descriptions not held together

in any way.  The subject of the science is culture, which is the sum of cultural phenomena, as in the

natural sciences, which also identify the homogenous in an enormous mass of diverse facts and

create a classification, as is the case in our field too."  Classification of phenomena is necessary in

order to explain the development of humanity.  The idea of its unity has to be cultivated in people

from childhood.  He sought to prove this thesis to his student audience.  Later, in delivering his

course at the university, Schternberg formulated it as follows:  "Ethnography brings us to the

conclusion that the human mind is the same in its creativity as is its creator - mankind as a whole.

 All differences in culture are the result not of mental differences but of differences in geographical

and historical conditions."  In order to understand the general process of development, it is necessary

to study concrete peoples.  And in order to understand geographical conditions, the ethnographer

must be familiar with the achievements of the natural sciences, for there is the most intimate

connection between human beings and the topography they inhabit.  The landscape influences the

landscape and changes it.  This interaction was understood by all the great Russian travellers.  While

concerning themselves with geographic discovery, they did not forget human beings.  The

Geographical Society had a special Division of Ethnography, but the expeditions of the

Geographical Society studied the geographic environment and humanity together.

During the first decade of the twentieth century, scientists came to understand more and

more clearly that it was necessary to study all of Russia, including its remote and unknown
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borderlands.  However, there was a shortage of investigators.  A progressive group of scholars

considered it necessary to organize schooling in geography so as to train specialist geographers. 

These were not scholars locked in their studies but explorers who interested themselves in

everything they encountered, and regarded study of the earth and of humanity in their interaction

as the daily task of geography.

Vivid examples of this approach to scholarship are provided by the activity of P.P. Semenov-

Tian-Shanskii and L.S. Berg, prominent members of the Geographical Society.  From the very

beginning of his scholarly activity, Berg interested himself not only in his direct speciality of

ichthyology  but in geography, including the geography of mankind.  From 1889 to 1903, while

working in Central Asia, Berg mixed with the local population and learned the Kazakh language.

 He wrote letters to newspapers seeking to direct the attention of the public to the conditions of the

people.  In his basic work, The Aral Sea [Aral'skoe more], his doctoral dissertation, he deemed it

essential to shed light upon the lives of the Russian and Kazakh population of the territory.  Berg

not only recorded his field observations about people but published special articles on ethnography.

 In his reminiscences of Semenov-tian-Shanskii, Berg laid special emphasis upon the latter's ability

to get close t the people, his humanism, as a characteristic important to an explorer.  In the second

decade of the twentieth century, a group of scholars organized themselves to seek from the

government the opening of a higher educational institution devoted to the study of countries which

would provide a broad geographical education.  Schternberg was among them.

This group os scholars was successful, at the cost of great efforts, in launching the Higher

Courses in Geography, where the teaching of ethnography was also introduced.  After the Great

October Socialist revolution, these were reorganized as the geographical Institute.  On December
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8, 1918, the People's Commissar fr Education, A.V. Lunacharskii, signed a decree on the

organization in Petersburg of a Geographical Institute, to consist of two departments:  General

Geography and Ethnography.  Classes began in the fall of 1919.  The first rector was I.R.

Lukashevich, the scientific secretary was R. Iu. Gutman.  In 1920 academician A.E. Fersman

became rector, and Professor A.A. Grigor'ev scientific secretary.  The group of scholars who had

earlier brought about the organization of the Higher Courses in Geography took the most active part

in founding the institute and in its development.  They included the geologists A.E. Fersman and Ia.

S. Edel'shtein,  the biologists N.M .Knipovich, I.R. Lukachevich, and L.S. Berg, and the

ethnographers L.Ia. Shternberg and V.G. Bogoraz.

Shternberg, one of the founders of the Higher Courses in Geography, became permanent

dean of the Ethnography Department, at which he succeeded in assembling and uniting the best

ethnographers.  he developed a draft of a curriculum corresponding to his views with respect to the

tasks of ethnography.  An ethnographer had, above all, to be a broadly educated person.  He needed

the knowledge of a naturalist, psychologist, economist, and linguist.  He also needed the technical

knowledge essential to an explorer:  the ability to survey by eye, to make the required, to draw a

map, to sketch, and to photograph.  to provide all these skills, a number of required courses were

included in the first year of study in the Department of Ethnography.  Initially the first year's work

was taken jointly by geography and ethnography majors.  As of 1920, mathematics was eliminated

from the curriculum, and replaced by psychology and the general history of culture, which was

taught by professor Kareev.  Geographers were not required to take either of those courses.

Shternberg's papers contain the following initial outline of the curriculum of the

Ethnographic Faculty.  General theory:  (1) ethnography - a general survey of the tribes and peoples
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of the globe, classification of ethnic groups with respect to race, language, and culture; (2) somatic

anthropology - the science of physical features; (3) palaeethnology - the science of the prehistoric

cultures of various peoples; (4) introduction to ethnography (ethnology); (5) the general course in

ethnography, consisting of the following special courses: (a) material culture, (b) evolution of social

culture, (c) evolution of beliefs, (d) primitive art, (e) the study of folklore cycles, (f) the history of

ethnography, and (j) museum operation.

Shternberg sought to prove the unity of human thought, despite all the diversity of its

manifestations.  "What idea at any time in history, and today in particular, is more important to

society than the idea of a united humanity, the equality and brotherhood of the peoples?" he wrote.

Forty years after Shternberg's death this though has not only not lost its timeliness, but has

become even more significant for the purposes of serving humanity and creating a united worldwide

culture.  His scientific studies were directed toward validating the ethical truths, an understanding

of which is essential to the struggle for the freedom and equality of rights of all humankind.  He held

that investigation of the culture of any given nationality has to help that culture and that people to

incorporate itself into a unified humanity and to find its place in the ranks of uniform human

development.  To L.Ia. Shternberg, an ethnographer is not an ivory-tower scholar but a student of

life, a fighter for a better future for the people under study.  These views are expressed very

concisely and accurately in the humorous commandments preserved in his papers.  Let us adduce

them in full.

The Ethnographer's Ten Commandments

1. Ethnography is the crown of all the humanities because if makes a comprehensive study of

all peoples and all mankind past and present.
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2. Thou shalt not make an idol of thine own people, thy religion, thy culture.  Know thou that

all peoples are potentially equal:  there are no Hellenes, no Hebrews, no white, no coloured.  he who

knows only one people knows none; he who knows only one religion, one culture, knows none at

all.

3. Thou shalt not profane science nor defile ethnography by careerism.  Only he who is filled

with enthusiasm for learning and love for humanity and the individual human being can be a genuine

ethnographer.

4. Six days shalt thou work, and on the seventh day draw conclusions.  Remember thy duty to

society and to science.

5. Respect thy great predecessors and teachers in academic and public life, so that thou mayest

be judged by thine own services.

6. Thou shalt not kill science by falsification of facts, superficial and imprecise observations,

or hasty conclusions.

7. Thou shalt not betray the field of ethnography once chosen.  He who has once taken the road

of ethnography must not leave it.

8. Thou shalt not plagiarize.

9. Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour, against other peoples, nor against

their characters, rituals, customs, morals, and so forth.  Love thy neighbour more than thyself.

10. Thou shalt not forcibly impose thy culture upon the people thou art studying:  approach it

cautiously and with solicitude, with love and consideration, no matter what level of culture it is at,

and it will itself seek to elevate itself to the level of the higher cultures.

Combination of practical work and theoretical research was the basic principle of the school
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of Shternberg and Bogoraz.  The witty "ethnographer's ten commandments" did essentially express

the profound credo of the Leningrad school of ethnographers - the inseparability of the discipline's

theoretical quests from their meaning to society.


